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This paper shows that each eigenvalue of the stationary Schrodinger equation
can be characterized as the minimum value of a performance functional associated
with a stochastic control problem. The stochastic control problem is defined for
regions bounded by nodes of the solution to the Schrodinger equation. A set of
admissible controls is defined and it is shown that the process defined by each con-
trol does not reach the boundary of the region being considered. It is also shown
that there is a unique stationary distribution associated with each admissible con-
trol. The optimal control for this problem is defined in terms of the solution to the
equation.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
I. Introduction
This paper extends some of the techniques first used by Holland [11]
and later by Karatzas [12] to higher eigenvalues of the equation
,"+2,(*&V )=0. Some partial results will be obtained for the corre-
sponding three-dimensional problem. General features of this extension are
described in the rest of this section.
A stochastic control problem will be set up for each region bounded by
nodes of ,. Regions will be of the forms (x1 , x2), (x1 , +), and (&, x1).
The region being considered will be denoted by I. The problem is set up in
this way so that the optimal control will be ,$,, as in the case of the
lowest eigenvalue considered by Karatzas. This control becomes infinite as
, approaches zero. In fact, the process defined by this control, dx(t)=
(,$,)(x(t)) dt+dw(t), will not reach the boundary of the region being
considered if the initial condition is a point in the interior of the region.
This leads to a condition on the admissible controls. Admissible controls
must have the property that starting from a point in one of these regions,
the process d(x(t))=u(x(t)) dt+dw(t) stays in the region being considered.
For each admissible u, there must also be a unique stationary distribution.
It will be assumed that V(x)  + as |x|  + and that V(x) satisfies
enough conditions to guarantee that the spectrum of the equation is discrete
(see Titchmarsh [17, p. 164]). In the case of an infinite interval, such as
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(x1 , +), it will be assumed that V(x) is a polynomial of the form
a2m x2m+ } } } +a1x+a0 , a2m>0. It will aslso be assumed that ,>0 in the
region being considered. The case where ,<0 requires only minor changes.
The performance functional to be minimized will be
lim inf
t  
1
t
E _|
t
0
1
2
|u(x(s))| 2+V(x(s)) ds& ,
where dx(t)=u(x(t)) dt+dw(t), x(0)=x0 . It will be shown that the mini-
mum value of this performance functional is *.
II. Admissible Controls
First, consider the case, where I is a bounded interval (x1 , x2). An
admissible control for this problem must satisfy the following conditions:
1. u(x) satisfies the Ito conditions on compact subsets of I. If (xn1 , x
n
2)
is a sequence of intervals increasing to (x1 , x2) these conditions will allow
us to find solutions xn(t) which exist until the process reaches the boundary
of (xn1 , x
n
2). If n<m, x
n(t) and xm(t) almost surely coincide on (xn1 , x
n
2).
Letting n  , we get a process which exists until it reaches the boundary
of the interval, or for all time. A more rigorous description of this tech-
nique can be found in Dynkin's book on Markov processes [2, Chap. 3].
2. u(x) must have the following two properties which will ensure that
{n   as n  ; i.e., the process does not go to the boundary in finite time:
(a) u(x)>K1(x&x1)+K2 if x is sufficiently close to x1 , where
K1> 12 .
(b) u(x)<K3(x2&x)+K4 if x is sufficiently close to x2 , where
K3<&12 .
If these two conditions are satisfied, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1. The solution of d(x(t))=u(x(t)) dt+dw(t), x(0)=x0 # I,
exists for all t0 and remains in I.
Proof. Apply a theorem due to Hasminskii [10, p. 86]. To do this we
must find a Liapunov function W0 such that inf(x 1 , x 2)x1n, x 2n)   as
n   and LWcW for some c>0. We will show that these two condi-
tions are satisfied with W=,&1n (n should be large enough to satisfy the
condition developed below). The first condition is obvious since ,=0 at
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the boundary and ,>0 in the interior. To show that the second condition
is satisfied, consider
LW=
W
x
} u+
1
2
2W
x2
=_&1n }
1
,1n
} \,$, + } u&+
1
2 _
1n(1n+1)
,1n \
,$
, +
2
&
2n
,1n
(V&*)& .
If x is close enoug to x1 , 1(x&x1)+K6>,$,>1(x&x1)+K5 and
u(x)>K1x&x1+K2 , due to the conditions on admissible controls
mentioned above and the facts that ,(x)=(x&x1) ,$(x1)+O(x&x1) and
,$(x1){0. Using these inequalities, we obtain
LW_&1n }
1
,1n \
1
x&x1
+K5+\ K1x&x1+K2+&
+
1
2 _
1n(1n+1)
,1n \
1
x&x1
+K6+
2
&
2n
,1n
(V&*)&
This expression will go to & as x  x1 if &K1n+ 12 (1n)(1n+1)<0 or
K1> 12 (1n+1). If K1>
1
2 , this will be true for sufficiently large n. A similar
argument applies to the right endpoint. Since LW<0 outside some com-
pact subinterval of I, LW is bounded inside this interval, and W is positive
in (x1 , x2), we have LWcW if c is large enough.
It is also possible, using another theorem of Hasminskii [10, p. 86], to
show that the proces reaches the boundary in finite time if u satisfies one
of the following three conditions for x close enough to x1 , and a similar
condition for x close enough to x2:
1. u is bounded (i.e., |u|<c1)
2. u<K1(x&x1)+K2 with 0<K1< 12
3. u<K1(x&x1):+K2 , 0<:<1, K1>0.
To do this we must find a bounded, nonnegative W # C2(I ) such that
LWcW. W=xx3 exp[&
z
x 3 2u( y ) dy] dz, where x3 is in the interior of I,
satisfies these conditions if u satisfies one of the three conditions listed above.
The condition that W is finite as xI is easily verified by substituting for u
one of the three expressions listed above. Now we verify the second condition:
W
x
=exp _|
x
x 3
2u( y ) dy& |
x
x3
exp _|
z
x 3
2u( y ) dy& dz
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2W
x2
={&2u } exp _&|
x
x 3
2u( y ) dy&+exp \&4 |
x
x 3
u( y ) dy+=
_|
x
x 3
exp _&|
z
x3
2u( y ) dy& dz
LW=
W
x
} u+
1
2
2W
x2
=
1
2
exp _&4 |
x
x 3
u( y ) dy& |
x
x3
exp _&|
z
x 3
2u( y ) dy& dz.
Since LW and W are both bounded and positive on I, LWcW for
some positive constant c.
Next we must show that for each admissible control there is a unique
stationary distribution. To do this we use another result of Hasminskii
[10, p. 90]. One condition needed for this theorem is that the process is
regular for at least one x0 # I, i.e., starting from this x0 the solution of
dx(t)=u(x) dt+dw does not go to the boundary in finite time. This has
already been shown. The second condition, that supx # Ix 1n , x 2n)  & as
n   has also been shown (with W=1,1n). Uniqueness follows from
Hasminskii [9, p. 183].
We now consider the case of an unbounded interval (x1 , +). Before
developing conditions for admissible controls we need a preliminary theorem.
Theorem 2. Suppose V(x)=a2mx2m+ } } } +a1 x+a0 , a2m>0. Then
(,$,)22a2mx2m  1 as x  +, or x  &, where ,"+2(*&V) ,=0.
Proof. If the substitution Y=,$, is made in the equation
,"+2(*&V) ,=0, we obtain the equation Y$=2(V&*)&Y 2. Next,
apply a result obtained by Hardy [8, p. 456]. This result states that if we
consider the equation QY$=P, where Q(x, y ) and P(x, y ) are polynomials
in x and y, then for at least two terms (the word term means either a term
of the polynomial P or a term of the polynomial Q multiplied by Y$), xi
and xj , we have the relation xixj  c1 as x  +, where c1 is a constant.
If Y$&Y 2  c1 then Y1(c2&c1 x)  1 as x  + (the integration used
to go from the first result to the second can be justified using the results
of Hardy [7, pp. 3638]). This produces a contradiction since Y$=
2(V&*)&Y 2 and V=a2mx2m+ } } } +a1x+a0 . If Y$2a2mx2m  c1 as
x  +, then Y((2a2m c1x2m+12m+1)+c2)  1 as x  +. But this
would lead to a contradiction since Y2 would be growing like x4m+2 while V
grows like x2m. Similar contradictions apply to all other combinations of
terms except Y2 and 2a2mx2m. This shows that Y22a2mx2mc1 as x+.
We must have c1=1 since Y$=2(V&*)&Y2 and Y2 and 2a2mx2m are growing
faster than any of the other terms. The argument for x  & is similar.
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We now develop conditions for admissible controls when I is of the form
(x1 , +). The conditions for regions of the form (&, x1) are similar. As
in the case of a bounded interval, consider the expression
LW=_(&1n),1n \
,$
, + } u&+
1
2 _
1n(1n+1)
,1n \
,$
, +
2
&
2n
,1n
(V&*)& .
When x is sufficiently close to x1 , the condition is the same as in
the case of a bounded interval. As x  + we will require that
(1n)(2a2m)12 xm } u+ 12 (1n)(1n+1)(2a2mx
2m)<0 so that Theorem 2 can
be applied. The fact that ,$,<0 for large enough x was used implicitly
above and will be proved in the section on the optimal control problem.
For large enough n, the inequality for u will hold if u satisfies the condition
u<&K1xm, where K1> 12 (2a2m)
12. If u satisfies the two conditions
developed above (one for x near x1 and one which holds for large x), then
by the same reasoning as in the case of a bounded interval we see that the
solution of dx(t)=u(x(t)) dt+dw(t), x(0)=x0 # (x1 , +) exists for all
t0 and that for each admissible u there is a stationary distribution. In the
case I=(&, x1) we must have u(x)>K1 |x|m, K1> 12 (2a2m)
12, if |x| is
large enough and u(x)<K3(x1&x), K3<&12 , if x is close enough to x1 .
The condition on u for large x is more restrictive than is necessary for
the existence of an invariant distribution and a solution of dx(t)=
u(x(r)) dt+dw(t) which exists for all time. However, this condition will be
needed in the next section on the optimal control problem.
III. The Optimal Control Problem
We are now ready to consider the optimal control problem on an
interval I, bounded or unbounded. For a given admissible control u
and initial point x0 , define the performance index J(u, x0)=lim inf(1t)
E[t0 [V(x(s))+
1
2 |u(x(s))|
2] ds]. We wish to show that for any x0 in I, the
minimum value of J is achieved by the optimal control ,$, and that this
minimum value is equal to *. It will be shown that this minimum value *
equals  [V+ 12 (,$,)
2] d+*, where +* is the stationary measure corre-
sponding to the control u*=,$,. This stationary measure will be shown
to have density ,2.
We are now ready to show that the optimal control u* is ,$, and that
J(u*, x0)=*. First make the transformation v=&log , to obtain *=
1
2v"&
1
2 v$
2+V= 12v"+minu (u } v$+
1
2 |u|
2)+V(x), exactly as in Karatzas
[12, p. 306]. This transformation is valid on the open interval I, bounded
or unbounded, that we are considering, since , is positive there. Let {m be
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the exit time from one of the subintervals (xm1 , x
m
2 ) mentioned earlier.
Consider the random time {m 7 t and apply Ito's rule, as in Karatzas [12,
Eq. (17)] to get
E(v(x(t 7 {m)))&v(x)+E _|
t 7 {
0
[V(x(s))+ 12 |u(x(s))|
2] ds&E(t 7{m).
We wish to consider the limit of this expression as m  . The
convergence of E[t 7{ m0 [V(x(s))+
1
2 |u(x(s))|
2] ds] to E[t0 [V(x(s))+
1
2 |u(x(s))|
2] ds] can be justified using the monotone convergence theorem
since V is bounded below and 12 |u|
2 is positive. Next we use uniform
integrability to show that E(v(x(t{m)))  E(v(x(t))). First we have
v2=(log ,(x))2=(log(1,(x)))2(1,1n(x)+c1)2, where the inequality
follows from the fact that 1,(x)   as x   or x  I. Using Ito's rule
we get
E(v(x(t{m)))2E \ 1,(x(t 7{m))1n+c1+
2
=E \ 1,(x(t7 {m))2n+
2c1
,(x(t7 {m))1n
+c21+
=\ 1,(x)2n+
2c1
,(x)1n
+c21++E |
t 7{m
0
L \ 1,2n++2c1L \
1
,1n+ ds

1
,(x)2n
+
2c1
,(x)1n
+c21+
(c2 } t)
n
,
where the last inequality is due to the following facts:
1. L(1,1n)=(1n)[(1,1n)(,$,)u+ 12 ((1n+1),
1n (,$,)2&(2,1n)
(V&*))] and L(1,2n) are both negative outside of compact subsets of the
interval I, where the control problem is being considered. If n is large
enough, these compact subsets can be chosen indpendently of n.
2. 1,1n is bounded independently of n on the compact subsets in 1
since 1,1n  1 as n  .
The inequality developed above for E(v(x(t 7 {m)))2 enables us to use
uniform integrability to show that E(v(x(t 7 {m)))  E(v(x(t)) (see Rudin
[14, p. 143]). Letting m   in the inequality (1), we obtain
E(v(x(t))&v(x)+E \|
t
0
V(x(s))+ 12 |u(x(s))|
2) ds+*t. (2)
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Note that E(t0 (V(x(s))+
1
2 |u(x(s))|
2 ds) has not been shown to be finite.
Now we wish to divide this inequality by t and let t  . Before doing this,
we must show that limt   (Ev(x(t))t)=0. To do this we use the inequality
E(v(x(t{m)))c1+(1,(x)1n) } (1n) } c2 } E(t 7{m) which is obtained in the
same way as the inequality for E(v(x(t 7 {m)2). Letting m   and then
dividing by t we get E(v(x(t))t(1t) } c1+1,(x)1n+c2 n. The constant
c1 depends on n, but by taking t large enough c1 t can be made arbitrarily
small. This shows that limt  (E(v(x(t))t)=0. Returning to the inequality
(2), if we divide by t and let t   we obtain
lim inf
t  
1
t
E |
t
0
(V(x(s))+
1
2
|u(x(s))| 2 ds*.
If we use the control ,$, which minimizes (uv$+ 12u
2), we get an equality
instead of an inequality. This shows that ,$, is the optimal control.
Next we show that the stationary distribution corresponding to the con-
trol ,$, has density ,2, using an integration by parts technique due to
Wendell Fleming. It is assumed here that , has been normalized so that
R |,|
2 dx=1. Before doing this, we need a preliminary lemma and a
theorem.
Lemma 1. Let Y=,$,, as in Theorem 2, so that we obtain the equation
Y$=2(V&*)&Y2. If x is large enough, then Y22(V&*).
Proof. Y$ is monotonic if x is large enough [8, p. 456]. Y must also be
negative for x large enough. If Y was positive, the facts that Y is monotonic
when x is large enough and Y=,$, would imply that |,| does not go to
0 as x  . But it is known [17, p. 146] that |,|  0 as x  . Also
Y22a2mx2m  1 as x   by Theorem 2. These facts imply that Y$ must
be negative for x large enough, so 2(V&*)>Y2 for x large enough.
Theorem 3. x(t)x0 exists both pointwise and in the L2 sense (where
dx(t)=b(x(t)) dt+dw(t), x(0)=x0). If f # C 0 and g(x0 , t)=Ex 0 f (x(t)),
then g(x0 , t)x0=Ex 0 f $(x(t)) x(t)x0 and $gx0 is bounded.
Proof. The proof that x(t)x0 exists is similar to the proof in Friedman
[6, p. 120] but with some modifications and slightly different notation.
Using the method outlined there we obtain
xx 0+h&xx0
h
=1+|
t
0 _|
1
0
b$(xx 0(s)++(xx0+h(s)&xx 0(s))) d+&
}
xx 0+h(s)&x 0 (s)
h
ds,
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where b$=,",&(,$,)2=2(V&*)&(,$,)2. Letting Ah(s)=10 b$(xx0(s)+
+(xx 0+h(s)&xx0(s)) d+, we obtain (xx0+h(t)&xx 0(t))h=exp[
t
0 Ah(s) ds].
The pointwise convergence of xx 0+h&xx 0 h to the solution of d(xt x0)=
b$(xx 0(t))((xt x0)(t)) dt (note xt x0=exp[
t
0 b$(xx 0(s)) ds]) will follow
immediately if we can show that sup0st |xx 0+h(s)&xx 0 (s)|  0 as h  0.
The L2 convergence will follow from the Lebesgue convergence theorem
since b$=2(V&*)&(,$,)2<c, due to Lemma 1, which implies that
exp[t0 Ah(s) ds] and exp[
t
0 b$(xx 0 (s)) ds] are bounded
We now show that sup0st |xx 0+h(s)&xx 0(s)|  0 as h  0. The trajec-
tory xx 0 (s), 0st, is continuous and therefore bounded. It is also at least
a distance $1 away from the boundary of the region being considered in the
control problem. This means that we can find a compact set 1 containing the
trajectory and a $2>0 such that dist(xx 0(s), 1 )>$2>0, 0st, and such
that b=,$, is Lipschitz on 1 with Lipschitz constant K.
First we use Gronwall's inequality to show that xx c+h(s) # 1 for 0st
if h is small enough. Denote the exit time of xx 0+h(s) from 1 by {:
xx 0+h(t 7{)&xx 0(t 7{)=h+|
t 7{
0
b(xx 0+h(s))&b(xx 0(s)) ds
|xx 0+h(t 7 {)&xx0(t 7 {)|h+|
t 7 {
0
K |xx 0+h(s)&xx 0(s)| ds
|xx 0+h(t 7 {)&xx0(t 7 {)|h+|
t 7 {
0
K } h } eK(t 7 {&r) dr  0 as h  0,
which implies xx 0+h(s) # 1 for 0st is h is small enough. The
same argument applied to |xx0+h(s)&xx 0(s)|, 0st, shows that
sup0st |xx0+h(s)&xx0(s)|  0 as h  0. The rest of the proof that
g(x0 , t)x0=Ex 0 f $x(t)(x(t)x0) follows easily since f $ and x(t)x are
bounded. We also know that g(x0 , t)x0 is bounded since f $ and x(t)x0 are
both bounded.
Consider a bounded interval I and a function f # C 0 (I). We wish to con-
struct a solution of dx(t)=(,$,)(x(t)) dt+dw(t) which has an initial dis-
tribution with density ,2(x)=\0(x), where , has been normalized so that
 \0(x) dx=1. However, the method described in the first part of Section
II for constructing solutions is only valid when the initial condition is
restricted to a compact subset of I. To get a solution of the desired type we
must construct a new probability space. The nex sample space is I_0,
where 0 is the original _ algebra associated with 0, the new probability
measure P1 is defined on sets of the type S1_S2 by P1(S1_S2)=
(S 1 \0(x) dx) } \(S2), where P is the original probability measure. P1 is
then extended to the _ algebra generated by all sets of the form S1_S2 ,
using standard techniques [15, p. 264]. Let (x0 , |) be a point in the new
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sample space, where x0 is a point in I and | is a point in 0. Define a new
stochastic process by x$(t, (x0 , |))=xx 0(t, |). If w$(t, (x0 , |)) is defined by
w$(t, (x0 , |))=w(t, |) then w$ is a Brownian motion on the new probability
space, dx$(t)=(,$,)(x$(t)) dt+dw$(t), and the initial condition has a
distribution with density \0 . In what follows, x will be written instead of x$.
We are now ready to consider the integration by parts technique;
d
dt
[Ef (x(t))]=
d
dt _|
x 2
x 1
Ex f (xt) \0(x) dx&
=|
x 2
x 1

t
(Ex f (xt)) \0(x) dx
=|
x 2
x 1 _
,$
,
g
x
+
1
2
2g
x2& \0(x) dx
since g(x, t)=Ex f (xt) satisfies gt=b } (gx)+ 12 (
2gx2) (see
Hasminskii [9, p. 188]). Integrating by parts once and using the facts that
u(,$,) ,2(x0 or x2)= 12 u$\0(x1 or x2)=0, we get 
x 2
x 1&[((,$,) \0)$ g+
1
2g$\$0] dx. Integrating the second term by parts and using the facts
that g\$0(x1 or x2)=0 and 12 \"0&((,$,) \0)$=0 we get 
x 2
x 1 g(
1
2\"0&
((,$,) \0)$ dx=0. The fact that Ef (xt)t=0 for all f in C 0 (I) implies
that the distribution having density ,2 is stationary. To establish that ,2 is the
density of the invariant distribution in the unbounded case (x1 , +), let
x2+ and use the facts that g(,$,)(x2), ,2(x2 , 12g$\0(x2), and g\$0(x2)0
as x2  . The unbounded region (&, x1) is handled the same way.
The fact that I (V+
1
2 (,$,)
2) d+*=* is established in the same way as
in Karatzas [12, Eq. (16), p. 311] with two modifications:
1. Integration is over I instead of (&, ).
2. When integrating &12 ,", by parts, the fact that &,$,=0 at the
boundary or as x2  + must be used.
If + is the invariant measure corresponding to an admissible control u,
it would be desirable to know that  12 |u|
2+V d+ is finite. This would
ensure that limt  [(1t) t0
1
2 |u(x(s))|
2+V(x(s)) ds] exists for each
sample path of the x process [10], p. 121].
While no comprehensive results have been obtained, one possible way
of approaching this problem would be to use a theorem due to Wonham
[18, p. 370]. This theorem states, for the problem considered here, that
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 12 |u|
2+V d+ is finite if there is a Liapunov function, W, which has the
following properties:
1. W is in C2(I )
2. W(x)  + as |x|  + or as x  I
3. ((Wx) } u)+ 12 (
2Wx2)&( 12 |u|
2+V ) outside some compact
subinterval of I.
The Liapunov function W=,&n, for example, obviously satisfies proper-
ties 1 and 2. Property 3 will be satisfied if u satisfies appropriate growth
conditions near I and as |x|  +. This can be seen by looking at the
expression
\Wx u++
1
2
2W
x2
=\&n,n \
,$
, + u++
1
2 \
n(n+1)
,n \
,$
, +
2
&
n
,n
(V&x)+ .
Other Liapunov functions may yield better conditions on u.
IV. The Three-Dimensional Problem
We now extend some of the results obtained for the one-dimensional
problem to a special class of solutions for the corresponding three-
dimensional equation, &122,+(V&*) ,=0. V will be assumed to
be a spherically symmetric potential, given by a polynomial
C2k r2k+C2k&1r2k&1+ } } } +C0 , C2k>0. Spherical coordinates in three
dimensions will be used:
x=r sin %1 cos %2
y=r sin %1 sin %2
z=r cos %1 .
We will consider solutions of the following type: ,=
R(r) Pml (cos %1) cos %2 . Here P
m
l denotes a Legendre polynomial [16,
p. 90]. Similar conditions can be developed for solutions of the form
,=R(r) Pml (cos %1) sin %2 . Solutions of these two types span the space of
eigenfunctions corresponding to the eigenvalue * [16, p. 90]. The optimal
control u* will have the form
u*=
{,
,
=\{RR +
{Pml
Pml
+
{(cos %2)
cos %2
=
R$
R
Vr+
Pm$l
Pml
V%1&
sin %2
cos %2
V%2+ ,
where Vr , V% 1 , and V%2 are unit vectors in the r, %1 , and %2 directions,
respectively. Note that these vectors vary with x.
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The Liapunov function for this problem will be 1,1n as in the one-
dimensional case. We also have
L \ 1,1n+=_&
1
n
}
1
,1n
} \{,, + } u&+
1
2 _
(1n)(1n+1)
,1n }
{,
, }
2
&
2n
,1n
(V&*)& .
Nodes of , occur at zeroes of R(r), Pml (cos %1), or co %2 .
1. If there is a node at %01 ,
{Pml
Pml
=_ 1%1&%01+o \
1
%1&%01+& V% 1 .
Admissible controls must satisfy the conditions
u(x) } V% 1
c
%1&%01
, c>
1
2
, near %01 if %1>%
0
1
u(x) } V% 1
c
%1&%01
, c>
1
2
, near %01 if %1<%
0
1 .
2. Nodes of cos %2 occur at ?2 and 3?2:
{(cos %2)
cos %2
=_ 1%2&?2+o \
1
%2&?2+& V%2
{(cos %2)
cos %2
=_ 1%2&3?2+o \
1
%2&3?2+& V%2 .
Admissible controls must satisfy the conditions
u(x) } V% 2
c
%2&?2
, c>
1
2
, near ?2 if %2>?2
u(x) } V% 2
c
%2&?2
, c>
1
2
, near ?2 if %2<?2
with similar conditions for a node at 3?2.
3. If there is a node at r0{0 then
{R
R
=_ 1r&r0+o \
1
r&r0+& Vr .
To see what the behavior of {RR is like near 0, consider the equation
for R obtained from &122,+(V&*) ,=0 by separation of variables:
d 2(rR)
dr2
+_2(*&V )& Fr2& (rR)=0, where F=l(l+1)
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for a nonnegative integer l. Make the substitution G=(rR)$rR to get
G$+G2+[2(*&V )&Fr2]=0. Make another substitution 1r=:
to get &:2H$+H 2[2(*&V(1:))&F:2]=0, where H(:)=G(1:).
Multiplying by :2k and using the form for V, we get &:2k+2H$+
H2[2*:2k&2(C2k+C2k&1:+ } } } +C0:2k)]=0, which is an equation of
the form described in Hardy [8, p. 451]. By reasoning similar to that used
in the one-dimensional problem we have Hc:  1 as :  + (or r  0).
The constant c must satisfy the relation &c+c2&F=0, which implies
c=(1+- 1+4F)2. We now have
(rR)$
(rR)
=
1
r
+
R$
R
=H(:) so that R$R<\1+- 1+4F2 &1+
1
r
 1 as r  0.
If l=0, then F=0 and c=1 so that R(r) does not have a node at r=0
when l=0.
To examine the behavior of R$R as r  , make the substitution
G=(rR)$rR in the equation for R and multiply the resulting equation by
r2 to get r2G$+r2G2+[2*r2&2r2V&F]=0. Again, this is an equation of
the form described in Hardy [8] and reasoning similar to that used before
shows that (R$R)22C2kr2k  1 as r  .
Admissible controls must satisfy the following conditions:
(a) In the case of a node at r0{0 for r near enough to r0 we must have
u } Vr
c
r&r0
, c>
1
2
if r>r0
u } Vr
c
r&r0
, c>
1
2
if r<r0 .
(b) In the case of a node at r=0, for r near enough to 0 we must have
u } Vrc \1+- 1+4F2 &1+
1
r
, c>
1
2
.
(c) As r  , in the case of an unbounded region, we require for r
large enough:
u } Vrc - 2C2k rk, c<&12.
As in the one-dimensional case, this condition is needed for the optimal
control problem.
For each admissible control we know, using the same reasoning as in the
one-dimensional case, that the process dx(t)=u(x(t)) dt+dw(t) does not
reach the boundary in finite time. We also know that there is a unique
invariant distribution associated with each admissible control.
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Once a class of admissible controls has been decided on, the optimal
control problem is developed in the same way as the one-dimensional
problem. It has not been possible, however, to show that the invariant
measure corresponding to {,, has density ,2. To do this, it would be
sufficient to show that {[Ex0 f (x(t))] is bounded on the region I being
considered.
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